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WEAKLY CONFLUENT MAPPINGS AND THE COVERING

PROPERTY OF HYPERSPACES

J. GRISPOLAKIS AND E. D. TYMCHATYN1

Abstract. In this note we characterize the continua which are images of

weakly confluent mappings only in terms of a covering property for

hyperspaces and in terms on an embedding property. This answers some

questions of B. Hughes and A. Lelek.

1. Introduction. The notion of Class(H/) (i.e., the class of all continua which

are images of weakly confluent mappings only) was introduced by A. Lelek in

1972. Since then several authors have studied these continua and have

attempted to classify them. For example it has been proved that hereditarily

indecomposable continua [1], chainable continua [11] and nonplanar circle-

like continua [3] are in Class ( W).

In some unpublished work B. Hughes proved that continua with the

covering property of hyperspaces are in Class (W) (see [10, (14.73.21)]) and

he asked whether the converse is true (see [10, (14.73.25)]). Recently, it was

proved that circle-like continua with no local separating subcontinua [4], and

tree-like atriodic continua [5] have the covering property, and hence, they are

in Class (W). In [5, Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3], a very geometric method

was introduced in order to check whether certain classes of continua have the

covering property. The following theorem was proved in [4, Theorem 2.2] and

it was asked whether its converse is true [4, (5.4)].

1.1. Theorem [4, Theorem 2.2]. // A is a continuum which has the covering

property, then X is absolutely C*-smooth.

The property of being absolutely C*-smooth is an embedding property. In

particular, if a continuum X is absolutely C*-smooth and embeddable in a

continuum Y, then the embedding has to be so that if {A¡)f=x is a sequence

of subcontinua of Y converging to A and B is a subcontinuum of A then

there exists a sequence of continua {B¡}fLx which converges to B and such

that B¡ G A¡ for each i.

The purpose of this paper is to resolve all the above-mentioned questions in

the affirmative by proving that for an arbitrary continuum being in

Class ( W), having the covering property, and being absolutely C*-smooth are

equivalent.
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2. Definitions. By a continuum is meant a connected, compact metric space.

A mapping is always a continuous function. A mapping /: X —* Y of a

continuum X onto a continuum Y is said to be weakly confluent provided for

each subcontinuum K oi Y there exists a component C oí f~\K) such that

/(C) = K. Weakly confluent mappings were first introduced in [8, p. 98] but

in fact were used by S. Mazurkiewicz in [9] who proved that essential

mappings of compacta onto «-cells are weakly confluent. A continuum X is

said to be in Class ( W) provided that every mapping from any continuum

onto X is weakly confluent. Let A be a subset of a metric space X and let

e > 0. By S (A, e) we denote the a-ball about A. If A" is a compact metric

space, then the hyperspace C(X) is the space of all nonempty subcontinua of

X metrized by the Hausdorff metric 77, which is defined by

H (A, B) = inf{£ > 0\A c S(B, e) and B c S(A, e)}

for any A, B £ C(X). Let X be a continuum. A Whitney map ¡x: C(X)^>

[0, oo) is a mapping such that /¿({x}) = Ofor each x E X, and such that if A,

B E C(X) with A c B ^ A, then ¡x(A) < fi(B). The existence of such

mappings was proved in [12], and the fact that they are monotone was

remarked in [2]. We say that a continuum X has the covering property

provided that for any Whitney map ¡i for C(X) and for any t E [0, ¡i(X)] no

proper subcontinuum A of u_1(r) covers X (Krasinkiewicz and Nadler,

Whitney Properties, Fund. Math, (to appear)).

Define a function C*: C(X)-> C(C(X)) by C*(A) = C(A) for each

A E C(X). It was proved in [10, (15.2)] that C* is upper semicontinuous. A

continuum X is said to be C*-smooth ai A, A E C(X), provided that C* is

continuous at A. The continuum X is said to be C*-smooth [10, (15.5)]

provided that it is C*-smooth at each A £ C(X). We say that a continuum A

is absolutely C*-smooth at A. By Theorem 1.1, we have that tree-like atriodic

continua, nonplanar circle-like continua, and hereditarily indecomposable

continua are absolutely C*-smooth.

3. The Main Theorem. We shall need the following result of Krasinkiewicz

[7, (2.3)]:

3.1. Lemma [7, (2.3)]. Let X be a continuum, let u: C(X)-*[0, oo) be a

Whitney map and let t £ [0, p.(X)]. Then for every e > 0 there exists r/ > 0

such that, for every pair A, B E n~\t), if B C S(A, rj), then H(A, B) < i.

3.2. Theorem. For any continuum X the following are equivalent:

(a) X is in C\ass(W),

(b) X has the covering property, and

(c) X is absolutely C*-smooth.

Proof, (b) implies (c) by Theorem 1.1.

(c) => (a): Let X be an absolutely C*-smooth continuum, and let/: F—> X

be a mapping of a continuum Y onto X. Consider the product space y X 7 of
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Y with the unit interval / = [0, 1], and define an equivalence relation ~ on

Y X / by setting (yx, tx) ~ (y2, t2) if and only if either^, = y2 and tx = t2 or

tx = t2= \ and /(y,) = f(y2). Then ~ is upper semicontinuous and the

quotient space Z = ( Y X /)/~ is a continuum. Let <f>: Y X 7 —» Z be the

quotient map. Notice that <f>[y X {1}] is homeomorphic to A. We identify

4>[Y X {1}] with X. Since A is absolutely C*-smooth, we have that the

function

C*: C(Z)^C(C(Z))

defined by C*(A) = C(A) for each A G C(Z) is continuous at the point A

of C(Z). Let {í,}*L i be a sequence in [0, 1) such that lim,^ /, = 1. Then by

the continuity of </> we have that

Lim *[yx {/,.}] =*[y x {1)]=A. (1)
I—»00

Since C* is continuous at A, we have that

UmC(<t>[Yx{ti}}) = C(X). (2)
i—»OO

By (2), we have that if A is a subcontinuum of A, then there exists a sequence

{Z,,}", of continua such that L, cpx {/,}] for each i G {1, 2, ... } and

such that

Lim L, = K. (3)
i—»oo

Since 0 is one-to-one on y X {/,} for each / G (1, 2, . . . }, there exists a

continuum M¡ in F X {/,} such that <p(A/,-) = F, for each / G {1, 2, . . . }. We

may suppose M = Lim^^Af,. Then M is a subcontinuum of y X {1} and

y X (1} is homeomorphic to Y. Identify Y with Y X (1). Then, by (3) and

the continuity of <b, we infer that f(M) = K. This proves that / is weakly

confluent, and hence, A is in Class( W).

(a)=>(b): Let A be a continuum in Class(W/), let p: C(A)—»[0, oo) be a

Whitney map for C(A) and let A be a subcontinuum of p~'(0 for some

t G [0, p(A)] such that U A = A. We shall prove that A = p~x(t). We may

assume, without loss of generality, that ; G (0, p(X)). Suppose, on the

contrary, that there exists A G p~x(t) \ A. Then, by Lemma 3.1, there exists

some i] > 0 such that for each L G A we have that L g S(A,i\). This implies

that for each F G A we have that

Ln[X\S(A,71)]*0.

Since A is compact and A G A, we have, by Lemma 3.1 that there exists an

integer m > 1, distinct points x,,..., xm in A, and some 0 < e < tj such

that, if L G A, then L n S(x,, e) =0 for some / G (1, . . . , m).

For each /' G {1, . . . , m] let

g, = (LGA|Ln 5(x,,e)=0}.

Then each g, is a compact subset of A. Let A, = U g, and let Y, be a space
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homeomorphic to X¡ such that F, n Yj =0 for each i¥=j; i, /£

{1, . . . , m). Let Z be the topological sum

z = y, u • • • u Ym,

and let /: Z —> X be a mapping which carries y, homeomorphically onto X¡

for each /' £ {1, . . . , m). By [6, p. 23], X¡ is a compact metric space, and

hence, Y¡ is a compact metric space for each i £ {1.m). This implies

that Z is a compact metric space.

We define an equivalence relation ~ on Z by setting x ~ y if and only if

either x = y or /(x) = /(>>) and f(x) E X \ S(A,-q). Then ~ is upper

semicontinuous. Let Y = Z/~ be the quotient space and let t#>: Z -» y be

the quotient map. Let g: y -» X be the unique mapping such that/ = g«f

Notice that, since / and <f> are onto, g is also onto. By the construction of Y

we have that g~l(A) is the disjoint union of the closed sets

♦[/-■(/i)n r,],...,♦[/-»(il)n ym]

no one of which is mapped by g onto /I. It remains to show that Y is

connected. This will imply that g: Y —> A is not weakly confluent, contrary to

the hypothesis that the continuum X is in Class( W).

To show that Y is connected, consider the mapping g: C(Y)-^> C(X) of

C(y) into C(X) defined by g(/Q = g(K) for each AT £ C(y). In a similar

way define the mappings/: C(Z)^>C(X) and <j>: C(Z)->C(y). Notice

that / = g ° c/>, and that by the construction of Z and / we have that

A c f[C(Z)\ c C(X). We define, now, a set-valued function F: A -h> Z by

F(JL)- U[/-'(L)]

for each LEA. Then U[/~'(F)] consists of at most m homeomorphic

copies of L. Let G = <¡> ° F. Then G: A —» y is a set-valued function. Then a

simple computation shows that

G(L)= U [r1^)]

for each L E A. By the construction of Y and <#> we have that U [g~ '(F)] is a

continuum, and hence, G is a continuum-valued function. Notice that

U {G(L)|L E A} = y, since U A = X. To show that Y is connected, it

suffices to show that G is upper semicontinuous. Since <j> is continuous and

G = <¡> ° F, it is enough to show that F is upper semicontinuous. For this let

{L¡}fLx be a sequence in A converging to some L E A. For each /' E (1,

2, . . . } and for each / E (1, . . . , m} let L{ =0 if there does not exist

K E C(Y¡) such that f(K) = L¡, otherwise, let Lj E C(Yf) c C(Z) such

that f(LJ) = L¡. Assume, without loss of generality, that the sequence

(L/}°1, converges to some V E C(Yf) (this is possible since C(Yf) is

compact). By the continuity of /, we have that f(LJ) = L. Hence, V E

f~ l(L) which implies that

I/CU[/-'(1)]-W (4)
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On the other hand, we have that

m m

Lim sup F(L¡) = Lim sup U [/_1 (F,)] - Lim sup  U  L/= \J  V.
7 = 1 /-l

This together with (4) implies that Lim sup, F(L¡) G F(L). Thus, F is upper

semicontinuous and the theorem is proved.

3.3 Remark. The fact that in Theorem 3.2 (b) implies (a) was first proved

by B. Hughes (see [10, (14.73. 21)]) by using different methods. The equiva-

lence of (a) and (c) seems to be the most satisfactory of all. Finally, we

remark that Theorem 3.2 solves some problems of Lelek and Hughes (see [10,

(14.73.22)] and [10, (14.73.25)]), and answers in the affirmative questions (5.1),

(5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) in [4]. It also generalizes part of Theorem 4.1 in [4], where

the equivalence of (a) and (b) was proved for the class of nonchainable

circle-like continua.

The following result is an application of Theorem 3.2 and proves the

converse of Corollary 3.4 in [5]. Let y be a subspace of the continuum A.

Then by C(Y) we denote the subspace of C(A) which consists of all

nonempty subcontinua of Y.

3.4 Corollary. Let X be a compactification of the half line [0, oo). Then X

is in Class ( W) if and only if

C(A) = C1[C([0, oo))].

Proof. Sufficiency was proved in [5, Corollary 3.4]. To prove the necessity

of the condition, suppose that A is in Class (W). Let Ax g A2g . . . be an

increasing sequence of arcs in [0, oo) such that Eimn_xAn = X. By Theorem

3.2, A is absolutely C*-smooth, and hence,

Urn C(An) =C(X),
n—»oo        v    «' y     '

which proves the corollary.

Some more applications of Theorem 3.2 and more discussion on Class (W)

will be presented in a paper that will follow.
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